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Ever heard of â€œdiamonds are a girlâ€™s best friendâ€•? They most definitely are. A diamond is the mark of
eternity and everlasting love. It is the most precious gift you can give your lady love. Diamonds
come in various shapes, sizes and colours. Setting a diamond in gold or platinum is a work of art.
Diamond rings and pendants make a lovely anniversary or wedding gift as well due to their
uniqueness.

Engagement rings

Engagements rings are usually diamond accented and set in a precious metal. Winnipeg
engagement rings are timeless and classic. Their prices vary depending on the amount of diamonds
and the kind of precious alloy used to set them in. Most diamond engagement rings are set in
platinum or gold. In case you are not interested in the ordinary, look for unique designs like double
bands and colored diamonds. These are also more expensive as compared to the other simpler
designs. You can even pick out the shape of the stone like pear, heart and oval and cuts. The most
common is the asscher and the round cut diamonds. Another important specific is of grading a
diamond before actually buying a diamond ring. The most important of which is clarity. The best
diamonds are flawless and the less expensive ones have minute inclusions which can be seen
under magnification. To be fair, not everyone can spot a flaw. Most of the time it goes unnoticed to
an untrained eye. However out of all the grades buying a VS or VVS grade is the best. It is not as
expensive, at the same time it has minimal flaws.

Color and weight

While buying a diamond ring, always find out the color clarity. The color of a diamond ranges from
colorless to light yellow. Colorless are generally the purest form of a diamond and is highly valued.
At the end of the buy, it all comes down to what you prefer. You may not go for colorless but instead
a slightly less flawed near colorless diamond depending on its price. Such diamonds are pretty
reasonable. Carat or weight of the diamond is another essential factor that plays and important part
in buying the right diamond. Remember to find out the correct diamond weight before ordering it. Be
sure to choose a setting that can hold the weight of the diamond. A good size is a 1 carat diamond
for a wedding or engagement ring. Always remember that buying a diamond ring does not mean it
has to be large or proportionate to your love. It is simply a symbol of your everlasting love.

Online jewelry

Youâ€™ll find that buying jewelry in Winnipeg is not complicated or difficult. There are a few Winnipeg
jewelry shops that have beautiful websites with exquisite diamond set rings for all occasions. Be it a
wedding or engagement ring or simply for your wife on your anniversary, nothing expresses true
love like a diamond.
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Keen Stobes is an expert author who has a more than 10 year experience in content writing on
shopping  services like a Diamond Engagement Ring , diamond ring settings, a Diamond Rings ,
mens diamond rings and more. Please visit online to know more about shopping products:
http://www.herdreamdiamond.com
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